CLS Services
CHEMISTRY OF CONNECTING PEOPLE

Recruitment is about people. Our drive is to
make people happy. Not only by having excellent
employment conditions but also by trying to make
the whole recruitment process a more fun and
positive experience. We will prepare you as good as
possible for upcoming interviews, which increases
the chance of ﬁnding you a suitable position at one
of our clients or in your own network.
Thanks to our own background and experience in
the ﬁeld of Chemistry & Life Sciences, we speak
your language, we understand your needs and the
challenges you face. We also speak the language of
our clients, what do they need in an employee to be
successful? Only through really understanding both
sides, we can help both people and organisations to
achieve good and lasting results.

Being a fascinating, innovative and demanding
area of expertise, we oﬀer our recruitment, selection
and secondment services in the ﬁeld of chemistry,
pharma, biotech, food and feed. Our personal
approach and commitment is what we stand for.
Obtaining a perfect match between you and an
organisation is our goal. If you are that professional
with the drive, the knowledge and the experience,
aiming to make your job successful, we would like
to help you further your career.
Interested to know what we can do for you?
Visit our website for more information, current
vacancies or send an open application.
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Activate your
career dreams in
Life Sciences
Welcome to BCF Career!

BCF
CAREERGUIDE
About this guide
BCF Career Guide ’22 is the career guide for
Life Sciences, Chemistry, Food & Pharma. This
guide contains an overview of top employers
that are seeking for new talent.

BCF
CAREEREVENT
About BCF Career
Guidelines in your job search and career path
are always welcome. Some people know
exactly what kind of job they want, others are
rather doubting among the multiple options
this sector offers. For all people, BCF Career
offers excellent services to support your career
path: browse jobs, the opportunity to network,
search for employers, read inspiring articles
about i.e. personal development and sector
news, expose your own CV continuously
throughout the year, and much more! For
more information: www.bcfcareer.nl
Click here to subscribe for the BCF Career
Newsletters.

About BCF Career Events
BCF Career Event is the largest career event
for the Life Sciences. It is the meeting place
for everyone who is or wants to be active in
Bio/Life Sciences, Chemistry, Food or Pharma.
BCF Career Event offers you the opportunity
to get into direct contact with a broad range
of employers in the sector, but also with other
organisations that can help you further and
empower your career.

About Hyphen Projects
BCF Career is powered by Hyphen Projects.
At Hyphen Projects, we pride ourselves
on creating and delivering programmes
that support talents and companies in Life
Sciences to move forward. We help build
the next generation of leaders and ventures
in biotech by fuelling them with valuable
insights, the right connections and the
necessary inspiration.

In 2022 and 2023, BCF Career Event offers you
the following editions:
» 16 Nov 2022 - BCF Career Event Belgium Ghent ICC
» 1 Feb 2023 - BCF Career Event Online
» 24 May 2023 - BCF Career Event
Netherlands - Jaarbeurs Utrecht

Discover all events we organise throughout
the year in our event calendar.

Visit the website to discover it all! Registration
is free of charge for all three events.
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Develop
your career plan
Would you go on a long holiday or build a house without a plan? No
matter if you have been working for several years already or have just
started, having a career plan is a good idea.

It is a dreaded question in job interviews, but
also very relevant to find an honest answer
for yourself: Where do you see yourself in
three, five or ten years from now? Most people
change their career multiple times in their life.
The best way to be prepared for all situations
is to have a plan. This doesn’t mean you need
to know exactly where, and in which position
you will work; the goal is to know your general
aim. This will help you steer your career and
keep going in the right direction, without
dismissing surprises or new adventures that
arise unexpectedly.
A career plan is not a one-time action, it is a
continuous process that requires adjustments
and dedication. It takes into account your
current situation, skills and experiences; your
interests, values and priorities; your career
goals and the actions you intend to take.
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Develop your career plan

Set up your plan
To start, define for yourself which values
you are looking for in a job; what your
strengths are; and what tasks you enjoy. Then
systematically look through jobs and career
paths that could fit this description. Based on
these career paths define which extra skills,
experience and knowledge network you will
need to achieve this, and how you can achieve
it. Finally, set up a rough plan of when you will
achieve this. If you are about to start your first
job, then it is good to do this before you start
applying. If you are already working, it is still
good to sit down and get these things clear
for yourself.
Make it a regular event
It may be easy to neglect, forget or repress,
but it is very important to regularly reflect on
your current situation and the path you want
to follow. Put it in your diary, for example once
a year an extended meeting with yourself, and
shorter recaps during the year. Once you sit
down ‘with yourself’, reflect on the time that

has passed. What have you achieved so far?
How did the last year go? Do you still have the
same values, wishes and needs regarding your
work? What do you like or dislike about work?
What is important to you? What does success
mean to you? Maybe your personal situation
has changed, and with it the requirements
a good position has to fulfil for you. It is also
important to find something that engages
and motivates you. Try to determine what you
really need from your work. It may be that you
want to make a difference about something;
being financially independent; helping others
or any other reason that gets you out of bed.
Set goals
Setting goals for yourself can help you to be
more successful. What are your short-term
(e.g. within a year) and long-term (three, five
or ten years) career goals? You can use the
SMART method to describe your goals in a
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant
and Timebound manner. If you would like to
expand your network to increase your career
possibilities, an example of a SMART goal
could be: “I want to go to one networking
event per month for the next twelve months
to increase my network”. By making your
goal specific and measurable in a certain
timeframe, you will be able to measure and
reach your goal. This is not possible for the
vague goal “I want to network more”. It also
helps to write down your goals and share
them with colleagues and friends.

DOOF

a certificate to increase your job options, soft
skill seminars, mentoring, MOOCs, and any
other possibilities that open up to you. Stay
engaged and be brave enough to step out of
your comfort zone. Not every goal or learning
opportunity has to be uncomfortable, but
challenging yourself will help you grow
personally and professionally.
Keep a record & celebrate achievements
Don’t forget to recognize, celebrate and
reward yourself for achievements! You can
also keep a record of your accomplishments.
This will be useful for updating your CV, and it
will also help you to work towards your next
career goal.
Stay flexible
Remember that your plan is not set in stone.
If a great opportunity outside your scope
arises and matches your values, needs and
wishes – go for it even if it means leaving
the original path. You can’t always oversee all
options or opportunities in advance. You can
always adapt your plan based on your current
priorities. Don’t lose focus. Often you need
to take sidesteps to gain skills and resources.
This doesn’t mean you are not following your
overarching direction anymore. Don’t lose
sight of your objective in the process. In order
to stay true to yourself, check in with yourself
regularly and be honest with yourself.

SECNEICS

AMRAH

YRTSIMEHC Good luck with your next career step!

P

Stay curious – explore opportunities
Never stop learning. This can mean obtaining

“A career plan is not a one-time action, it is a continuous
process that requires adjustments and dedication.”
Develop your career plan
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Research and development:
two linchpins of Janssen’s
operations
Science and technology are developing at lightning speed. These medical
breakthroughs, in turn, lead to improved therapies and medicines,
new methods of administration and to diseases being detected earlier.
Research and development take center stage at Janssen.
The sustainable improvement of patients’
lives is at the heart of medicine research and
development. Janssen achieves this through
innovation and by identifying solutions to
tackle the challenges of tomorrow. Since the
company was founded, numerous medicines
and therapies have been developed. Research
focuses on neurogenerative diseases and
mental health, HIV treatment & vaccines
and treatments in oncological personalized
medicine.
Early detection and prevention
A significant development within the Janssen
R&D department is the increasing emphasis
on the prevention and early detection
of diseases. New medical developments
have resulted in the fact that it is no longer
sufficient to merely focus on treatment;
great strides are being made in curing and
preventing diseases - from care to cure.
Particularly in areas currently still lacking in
curative treatments, such as cancer, auto
immune or chronic inflammatory diseases,
work is now focusing on therapies to cure
or even prevent the disease. For example,
the company is currently working on the
development of vaccines against infectious
7

diseases such as HIV and RSV.

“R&D involves searching for new,
innovative therapies that focus not only on
treatment, but also on disease prevention”
New administration methods
Drug research not only focuses on new
vaccines or treatments, but also explores new
methods of administration. A drug or therapy
has an impact on the patient’s life. R&D aims
to identify ways in which to minimize and
improve this impact in order to enhance the
patient’s quality of life.
The world’s first long-acting injectable
treatment regime was developed in
collaboration with Janssen and is now used as
a form of administration for various therapies.
For example, the company was the first to
develop such a regimen for HIV as a result of
which patients receive treatment only six or
twelve times a year instead of every day.
Personalized care
Drug research is a complex and lengthy
process, in which the desired result is not
always achieved. However, this does not mean
that the research has been in vain.

Research and development: two linchpins of Janssen’s operations

Even if research does not necessarily lead to a
new drug, a company gains knowledge about
diseases and ways to fight them in the future.
Sometimes a specific treatment is not effective
in a certain group of people, in which case
a tailor-made approach is adopted. This is
currently happening at Janssen, where new
treatments and medication are increasingly
being tailored to the needs of the individual
patient. This approach is referred to as
‘personalized care’.

“Belgium is known for the high quality of
its clinical trials and the expertise
that doctors have in conducting them.”
Kirsten Vandewalle, Clinical R&D Director
Artificial intelligence
The development of AI, machine learning
and data science plays an important part
in the earlier detection of diseases. Janssen
uses large data sets, machine learning
and algorithms during all stages of drug
development. Among other things, they use
data intelligently to better understand the
initial stages of disease development. Again,
early detection.

Data science is also used following
development and marketing, e.g. apps,
wearables and sensors enable doctors to
monitor patients remotely and use data to
make treatments more efficient.
Safety of volunteers
No new drugs without clinical research.
Janssen conducts this research in accordance
with the highest quality standards, with
the safety and welfare of the participating
volunteers always being paramount. All
volunteers are informed of the procedures and
potential risks.
The results are subsequently shared with
full transparency in order to raise the level
of research and scientific knowledge. When
it comes to implementation, the company
works in close cooperation with doctors,
researchers, university centers and hospitals,
making Belgium a global leader in cell & gene
therapy, digital therapy and clinical research.

Journalist = Sandra Gasten
This article was produced in cooperation with Mediaplanet

Research and development: two linchpins of Janssen’s operations
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How your CV
can set you apart
Recruiters and HR professionals scan through hundreds of applications to
identify the best fitting candidate. Studies and surveys have shown that HR
professionals spend only 6 seconds (!) on average on each individual CV
during the first selection stage. In large companies, the initial selection is
often automated and occurs through Applicant Tracking Software (ATS).
Your CV requires special attention to be picked out by this software. In
other words: it is important to have an outstanding CV highlighting your
main successes briefly, but complete. This article outlines 5 key elements for
preparing your CV, and will help you increase your chances of being invited
for an interview.

5 key elements of your CV
1) Tailor your CV
It is essential to always adapt your CV to suit
each application you make. Prepare generic
templates that highlight your specific skills
and experience for a particular job position.
These should effectively communicate your
key performance indicators (KPIs) and illustrate
your unique strengths and professional
experience. You can then choose from these
templates to quickly create a CV that ticks all
boxes of any specific job of your interest.
2) Catch the reader’s attention right from
the start
The top third of your first page is the visual
centre of your CV. This part is the first
impression you give to an HR professional, and
therefore, you have to make strong impact
here. Not much can be scanned in 6 seconds
and this part will be looked at for sure. Include
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as a header your name, contact information,
and a professional photo of yourself. Your CV
should start with a summary of your major
accomplishments and successes that are
relevant and add substantial value for the
position, team, and company you apply for.
3) Don’t bury the lead
Always mention the most important
information at the start, for example in bullet
points in your CV, or when you list your major
accomplishments at the beginning of your CV.
This principle ensures that your main message
reaches the reader. This can be achieved by
stating the result first and only afterwards
providing additional information that
strengthens the respective skill, experience, or
success.

4) Use the right keywords
Using the right keywords is essential to pass
the initial stage when recruiters are picking
highly potential applicants. When tailoring
your CV to a specific role, you should align
the keywords specific for that role. This is
especially critical when applying to large
corporations that are likely to use automated
software systems (i.e. ATS) to select applicants.
Software systems will scan your CV only
looking for keywords that match the job
posting. Don’t be afraid to use the wording of
the job advertisement.
5) Clear and Appealing Structure
Your goal is to increase readability of your
CV. As said before, an HR professional only
spends 6 sec to decide whether to continue
with you or not. Your goal is to make a strong
impression of your fit in only 2 pages. Make

sure you use a consistent font scheme and
align your bullet points. Short and wellflowing sentences ensure clarity in your
communication. A focused, clear structured,
and pleasant-to-read CV also illustrates your
ability to communicate effectively – a skill that
is highly valued in corporate culture.
Summary & Conclusions
An outstanding CV is always accomplishmentfocused, leading the reader to the conclusion
that your expertise, experience, and added
value for the team and company. In the
summary of the first part of our CV, quantify
your achievements, and give the most
impressive ones pride of place. Underline
your skills by giving examples of successful
accomplishments and strengthen these by
quantified results.
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How CLS brings out
the best in its employees

www.cls-services.nl

If things are not going well at work, many
people try to go the extra mile. They work
harder to meet expectations. They get
stressed and start doubting themselves.
Knocking on their boss’s door asking for
help is often avoided, unless the employer
has shown a constant commitment to the
well-being of the employee. CLS Services, a
specialist in recruitment and secondment in
life sciences and chemistry, wants to be such
an employer. ‘Prevention is better than cure’,
says director Jan Paul Favier.
'People can suffer burnout in their career
and that really never comes out of the blue.
It most likely means you started coaching
and guidance far too late’, explains Favier. ‘At
CLS we want to know at an early stage what
people are struggling with. At work, but also
at home. Then a coaching question could
arise from the employee or manager, but
sometimes it is only a gut feeling.’ In both cases
Favier contacts Marleen Timmermann, one of
the external coaches they have been working
with for at least four years.
After several years working in Human Resource
Management, Timmermann decided to be
trained in coaching according to the Co-Active
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www.cls-service

At the start of a coaching process,
Timmermann and the employee try to address
the issue he or she encounters. ‘Sometimes it
is about self-confidence and communication
and in other cases, the question is about
career development.’ In approximately four to
ten sessions, she makes the employee think
about the coaching question in different
ways. Timmermann: ‘The real thinking process
mainly takes place between sessions. I give
assignments to get the thought process
started. These assignments range from writing
about yourself from a future perspective to
expanding your professional network. During

www.cls-services.nl

that she had attended laboratory education
because it was in line with her family's
expectations. ‘After a few sessions, she had
started a jewellery design course and built
a studio in her garden. She was so happy
with her career switch. The original coaching
question was about communication with her
manager, but already in the first session, she
discovered what she really struggled with.’

coaching method:
http://mt-hrservices.nl/co-active-coaching

Interested to know what we can do for you?
Visit our website for more information, current
Interested
in working for CLS Services? Take a
vacancies or send an open application.

look at their current list of vacancies!
www.cls-services.nl/en/vacancies

www.cls-services.nl

Sustainable employability
Timmermann realises that a career switch
could be an unpleasant surprise for the
company, but managers are usually
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How to network successfully
to clarify your job search
Leading experts on career development claim that the chance of getting an
interview after a referral is as high as 50%, whereas applying to job openings online
only yields an interview in 3% of cases. 3%! Not a highly successful strategy. Instead,
it is far better to strengthen your networking activities! Not only are the chances of
finding a new position much higher, but it is also informative, rewarding, and will
result in interesting and inspiring conversations (on or offline).
How to identify which professionals to
contact
If you have an idea of the position you aim
for, you can search for professionals in that
position and reach out to them to get reallife information about this role. A great way
to find such professionals is using LinkedIn
by searching for specific role titles. This will
provide you with an overview of different
backgrounds, and can lead to your target role.
Look for people with a similar background or
experience to your own. These are the most
interesting people for you, because they
can tell you how they managed to transition
out of a similar position to the one you are
in now. These people can tell you what
was challenging and which skills from prior
experiences helped them to excel in this role.
Another way is to find companies that you
are interested in, and apply the same strategy

to find people who work at these companies
using LinkedIn and then reach out and
contact them.

she or he transitioned into their current role
or company. And yes, it is okay to be honest
and share the similarities you identified with
your own background or experiences. Wellreceived questions include: What helped you
succeed in getting hired in your current role
or company? And: Which skills did you need
to acquire to be successful in this position? It
can be tremendously helpful when writing an
application letter or in a job interview, to know
which challenges you will face in the position
you are applying for.

How to approach professionals
Once you have found people interesting to
you, you need to reach out. But how do you
contact these impressive professionals in
a way that will make them willing to share
their experience? First and foremost, it is
important to always add value and never to
ask for a job! Remember that you are seeking
information to get a better idea of whether
this role really suits you. Contacting them can
be as simple as congratulating the person for
their achievements and letting them know
why you are interested in learning from them.
It may be that you are interested in a similar
job role, or that you have a similar educational
background and would like to learn how

How to handle rejection
Not everyone will respond immediately (or
at all), which can be due to many reasons,
including simple time restrictions this person
may have right now. Therefore, it is important
to be persistent and follow up on your request
after an appropriate time has passed (1 week
is appropriate – 1 day is not). This also shows
that you are genuinely interested. Remind
the person of your interest in learning from
them. However, if you don’t get an answer
even after several follow-ups with appropriate
waiting time in between, let it go and refocus
your efforts on others. Never pressure or
annoy anyone (!) who for unknown reasons is
not willing or able to share their experience
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or simply has no time to respond. If you are
respectful and truly add value by showing
interest, it is only a matter of time until you
find someone willing to share their experience
with you. And once you do, make sure to tell
your story, share your career visions and goals,
and add value by asking questions about their
career path.
Why go to all this effort if you don’t have
all the requirements?
You don’t need to have everything and, by
the way, usually nobody offers it. The perfect
candidate who meets all the requirements
listed in the job description, usually does not
exist.
However, if you can convince the hiring
manager that you have already identified
the skills and topics you need to focus on
to excel in the role, and you are confident
in acquiring these skills, this may give you a
competitive advantage over other candidates.
The most reliable way to identify such focus
areas is indeed to ask professionals who have
experience in the respective position and can
give you first-hand proven tips and tricks for
fulfilling the role.
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An inspiring journey
from the Netherlands to Germany
Suzanne van Beeck Calkoen was a PhD
in the lab until few months ago, studying
predator influence on deer diet selection in
anthropogenic landscapes. Suzanne, who is
originally from the Netherlands, is currently
working on her post-doc position while living
in Göttingen (Germany). However, finding
her way from the Netherlands to Germany,
two neighbouring countries, wasn’t just a
case of crossing a border. Suzanne relocated
multiple times across borders, which was
not always easy. Especially, when moving
to Germany the support of DAAD (standing
for German Academic Exchange Service)
was very welcome. Eventually, Suzanne’s
goal was not the destination, but all the
experiences gained during the journey itself.
Between her BSc and MSc, both carried out at
Wageningen University (the Netherlands) in
the field of Nature Conservation, she decided
to take some months off to travel. These
included a four-months period in South Africa.
There she was helping a PhD student working
on the role of apex predators in ecosystem
functioning.
After having had a first glimpse of what a
PhD life can be, she remained in touch with
the supervisor of the PhD she was helping
and eventually he offered her a master thesis
topic in Sweden. During a conference, her
master thesis supervisor got in contact with
her future PhD supervisor at the University of
Freiburg, Germany., who asked her whether
she was interested in an internship in the
Bavarian Forest National Park in Germany. It
was not difficult to say yes. Suzanne was very
keen on the variation of topics and curious
about the projects (foraging behaviour in

large herbivores, environmental variables, and
wildlife management). The projects went so
well, that Suzanne and her supervisor decided
to apply for a PhD position to continue her
research in the Bavarian Forest National Park in
Germany.

Suzanne recently defended her PhD thesis and
is currently back in the process of getting her
post-doc established. For her social and career
perspectives, she considered her experiences
abroad crucial due to the wealth of cultural
exchanges.

But the first step of doing a PhD was difficult.
As many other PhDs, Suzanne was facing
the challenge of finding the funding for her
project. And that was the moment when
DAAD came in the picture. The DAAD is the
largest German support organisation in the
field of international academic co-operation.
Among other activities, it offers scholarships
for international PhD students who pursue a
PhD career in Germany. Suzanne successfully
submitted her research proposal and received
a PhD grant from the DAAD. It was a smooth
process and Suzanne was happy to start her
doctoral journey.

When applying for a PhD in Germany,
Suzanne would recommend:
» Do not underestimate the time a PhD
research proposal might take to be granted.
Involve an organisation such as the DAAD
to help you out with the funding process,
participate in social activities, support with
administrative procedures and more.
» Consider learning the language of the
hosting country.This is not compulsory but
would help feeling part of the country and
more welcome.
» Find an activity which allows you to meet
new people. A team sport activity is a perfect
way to join a group and indirectly learn a
language and a culture.
» Be aware of cultural differences. They are a
chance to open your mind and broaden your
horizon. Sometimes they might seem weird
or irrational, but they really help embracing
the new culture.

The DAAD was not only a funding party, but
also an active network opportunity. During
her funding period of 10 months, Suzanne
could join a three-day retreat in Bonn,
DAAD headquarters. This event, organized
bi-annually, gave all the PhDs who had
received a DAAD grant the chance to meet.
Since DAAD funds research in all fields, these
moments really give PhD candidates the
possibility to get to know each other, learn
soft skills through the offered workshops and
present their research. This also creates an
alumni network for their future. Additionally
the organisation offers German courses and
supports by providing information and giving
administrative help when moving to another
country (e.g., health insurance).

15 An inspiring journey from the Netherlands to Germany

Are you also considering Germany as a
possible option for your PhD? Find more
information about the DAAD scholarship
on their website and navigate through
the German research environment on the
”Research in Germany” website.
As for Suzanne’s research, these can be found
on her ResearchGate page, or if you want to
already start practising your German, you can
listen to her podcast on Spotify.
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23 years of focus
on medicines
with a novel
mechanism of
action

We discover

Proprietary
target discovery
engine

TRANSFORMING DRUG DISCOVERY
Using our target discovery technology platform,
we’re progressing our pipeline of medicines,
focusing on medicines with a novel mechanism

on disease biology, we’re increasing the
chances of bringing more, and better,
medicines to patients.

We dare

Extensive
knowledge in
disease biology

Patient insights
from clinical
studies

1300+
employees
globally

45%

MAKING IT HAPPEN

of action.
With our vast bank of proprietary knowledge

Our people are
at the heart of
how we pioneer
for patients

We’ve nurtured a culture of fearlessness
and commitment at Galapagos. As individuals,
as teams and as a company, we are empowered
to make bold decisions, take risks, challenge
ourselves and embrace change.
It means we go where no one has been
before, following the science in swift, relentless

employees
in R&D

31%

employees
in commercial

pursuit of medical breakthroughs. It means
we push the boundaries of what we know
and think is possible.
Values as per 31.12.2021

Our drug discovery process

1

2

3

Challenging
ourselves

Discovering
the target

Finding a matching
compound

We start by asking, “Can we
make a difference and bring
real benefits to patients?”

We use patient cells and find
starting points (targets) for
addressing the root cause
of diseases with our target
discovery tools.

We engineer a molecule that
attaches itself to the target
and suppresses its function.

We’re targeting
a range of
challenging
conditions,
including:

21 April 2022 | WTC Rotterdam
6 April 2023
Rotterdam WTC | The Netherlands

We care

RHEUMATOID
ARTHRITIS

PIONEERING FOR PATIENTS

ULCERATIVE COLITIS

By discovering and developing medicines
that tackle the root cause of a disease itself
and not just moderate its symptoms, we’re
working towards delivering well tolerated and
effective solutions for patients.

CROHN’S DISEASE

Calling PhDs in Life Sciences & Health:

Showcase your research poster
Win €1,000 for the best poster!
Registration is open!

The innovative therapies we plan to deliver

BLOOD CANCER

aim to address large areas of unmet medical
needs, improve people’s lives, and make
a lasting positive contribution to society.

FIBROSIS
Sponsored by:

4

5

6

Developing a
potential medicine

Testing the
potential medicine

Sharing
our insights

We modify the molecule to
optimize its drug properties,
e.g. potency, stability,
solubility and safety.

We assess the effects
and safety of the medicine
through rigorous testing
and clinical patient studies.

We add our gained knowledge
and expertise into the wider
cycle of drug development.

Participation is free of charge, register now at:

The leading conference for Key Players in Life Sciences & Health

www.hyphenprojects.nl/i4h

www.hyphenprojects.nl/i4h/poster-presentations

How to write
the perfect
application letter

Probably the most challenging part
of applying for a job, is writing your
application letter. This letter gives you
the opportunity to stand out amongst
dozens of others, elaborate on your
CV and most importantly, reflects your
personality. With these tips and tricks,
you won’t ever have to feel lost while
writing your letter again!
The first step of writing a good application
letter, is to read the vacancy text very carefully.
You want your letter to match the skills and
characteristics described in the vacancy text.
That being said, of course you don’t want to
make stuff up instead describe the side of
yourself that would fit the vacancy best. Once
you have read the vacancy text well, you can
start writing your letter. A good application
letter has the length of about one page and
is divided into multiple paragraphs. In the
first paragraph, you will describe why you are
applying for this job. It is always good to make
a reference to the job title, so that it is clear
which job you are applying to. For example:
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Recently I graduated from my studies in (…)
and I am looking for a new challenge. When
I saw the vacancy of (…), I was immediately
excited.
In the following paragraph, you want to
introduce yourself. Describe your background,
such as your completed studies, current job, or
other relevant information. Think about what
is relevant to mention for the specific vacancy.
For some positions it might be important
to mention for example extracurricular
activities, whereas for other positions it might
be important to mention your internship
experiences. In this paragraph you start
writing towards why you fit the vacant
position. Reading the vacancy text thoroughly
will help you writing the next paragraph(s).
You will now start to explain specifically why
you would be a good fit for the position.
Literally go past all mentioned skills and
characteristics of the vacancy and see in which
you excel. Take (some of ) these and elaborate
on why or how you possess these skills or
characteristics. Use real examples to explain
this. If for example one of the skills mentioned

in the vacancy text is project management,
you could write something like this:
In my current job, I have worked on multiple
projects, such as (…). I have experience with
most roles in a project team, including but not
limited to project leader, notary and treasurer.
If this is an important part in the job
description, you can put more emphasize
on this skill/experience by elaborating on
specific situations or which of the mentioned
roles fits you best (and why!). You can write
multiple paragraphs matching your skills and
experiences to the vacancy text, but don’t go
for an overkill. Try to choose about 3 to 4 of
the most important skills and characteristics
in the vacancy texts and describe these well.
Make sure that the ones that you choose are
also your strongest traits. You can literally say
that this makes you a good fit:
I believe that these strengths will allow me
to perform very well in a quality associate
position.
Once you have described why you would

be a good fit for the job, you can explain in
short why the position and the company
interest you. Good arguments are for example:
ability to grow, you believe in the vision of
the company, working in an international
environment, etc. Make sure these arguments
do fit the position and the company. Lastly,
you want to close with a banger, to emphasize
your strengths one last time. Choose one or
two of your best personality traits, which more
or less comply to the position you are applying
for and emphasize how motivated you are. For
example:
I am a dedicated and structured person that
would love to work with you on achieving your
company goals.
You can follow this sentence up with referring
to your CV for more information and that you
are willing to elaborate in a personal interview.
Put your name and details at the bottom and
you have written a perfect application letter!
Keep in mind, the key is to make the letter
reflect who you are!
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EEN WERELD VAN VERSCHIL

coaching and training for higher educated professionals

Een wereld van verschil offers career
coaching and training for higher educated
professionals. We help you to further
develop your personal and professional
competences and build your career from
there. Our coaching and training focusses
on who you are, what your talents are and
on your professional mission. The result of
the coaching and training is a clear vision
on what you want to bring to the world
combined with the drive to actually go
out and do it! This leads to a career and
professional results that are fulﬁlling.
We have an academic background ourselves, and combine this with broad
experience in coaching and training of
higher educated professionals.

CAREER COACHING

Our career coaching inspires you to take
the steps to build your career. Through
structured individual conversations we

work on ﬁnding a job. You receive inspiring
assignments that we discuss during the
coaching sessions. We use a variety of tools
to explore and discover your talents and
helping them shine. Knowing them, you can
shape your career more actively.
Together we work on how you can best
leverage your skills in your career.

CAREER COACHING FOR PHD’S
AND POSTDOCS

In our career coaching for PhD’s and Postdocs
you discover your career possibilities inside
and outside of academia, what your talents
are and you learn how to engage employers
in what you have to offer. You will learn how
to translate your competences, knowledge
and skills acquired during your PhD and
postdoc to the demands of employers in
various sectors, by describing them in
tangible results. You will also train your
application and networking skills and learn
to get the most out of LinkedIn.

the starting point is to discover
your talent and what makes you tick

TRAINING COURSES

Our approach is aimed at achieving
visible results by working with
personal learning objectives and
personal feedback.
Our starting point is learning
by doing. We work with personal
exercises, role plays and practical
assignments to let you experience and
train new behaviour and approaches.
Our training courses are given in
small groups of 4-8 participants.
Our goal is always to enable the
implementation of acquired insights
into your work. This is facilitated by
practical and personal assignments
as homework, which we discuss in the
following meeting.

Make your personal appointment,
directly with Geraldine Sinnema
+31 [0]6 497 46 071, for career
coaching by phone or at our ofﬁce.

TRAINING COURSES IN DUTCH

• Persoonlijk leiderschap vanuit visie
• Loopbaan APK
• De kracht van improviseren
• Persoonlijke effectiviteit voor de introverte
professional
• Adviseren en verkopen voor inhoudelijke experts
• Effectief communiceren en samenwerken
• Persoonlijke kracht en uitstraling
• Balans in je leven en werk

TRAINING COURSES IN ENGLISH

• How to find a job after your PhD or Postdoc
• Personal efficiency for the introverted professional
• The power of improvisation
We also provide in-company training on
communication, self-management skills and
career development.

info@eenwereldvanverschil.nu
www.eenwereldvanverschil.nu

How to
Stand out in the job interview
You’ve made it through the first-line
selection, and now it is time to shine in
person: the job interview. Here are some tips
to help you stand out and ace the interview.
Prepare well
Preparation is key and will determine how
you feel during the interview. If you are well
prepared, you will be much more relaxed and
natural during the conversation. This doesn’t
mean that you should prepare an exact script
of what you will say, this can even prove to be
counterproductive. Here are some tips to help
you get ready:
» Study the job description and tasks you will
have.
» Practice introducing yourself with
an elevator pitch. Briefly explain your
motivation, experience and strengths in a
logical and clear manner.
» Think about answers to questions you
expect, for example about specific points
in your CV or your motivation (see also the
box).
» Make sure you know who you will speaking
with. Don’t just remember their names,
but also look up their CV on LinkedIn or on
the company website. This will help you
understand what they are interested in; and
make it easier for you to ask questions.
» Prepare your outfit. Dress appropriately
and professionally, and make sure you feel
comfortable. If the interview is online, check
if the colour of your shirt is fitting well with
the background on camera.
» If the interview is online, make sure you
installed the applicable meeting application,
and you tested the microphone and camera
settings.
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Arriving at the interview
» Arrive on time and plan in some buffer. 30
minutes is reasonable. Work out exactly
where to go and how to get there, and
always plan a bit of extra time. It is better to
wait a little longer in a café on the other side
of the street than being late.
» Be polite and kind to everyone, no matter
who it is.
» Make sure your phone is switched off, and
don’t play around with it while waiting.
» Usually somebody will pick you up and there
will be some small talk to break the ice. It’s
okay to be nervous.

Examples of questions
during a job interview
» Why are you applying for this position?
» What qualifies you for this position? or
Why should we hire you?
» What are your strengths and weaknesses?
» What was a major failure that you faced at
work? What did you learn from it?
» Where do you see yourself in five years?

The interview itself
» Listen carefully and ask if you are not sure if
you understood correctly.
» Look the interviewer(s) in the eye, speak with
clear and loud voice. There is nothing to be
ashamed of, even if you feel uncomfortable.
» Use examples to answer questions. These
don’t necessarily need to come from
working life, you can also use private life
experiences. A good tool to structure your
answers can be the STAR method:
S – describe the SITUATION. What happened,
what was the challenge?
T – describe your TASK. What did you have to
do?
A – describe your ACTION. What did you do,
and why?
R – describe the RESULT. What was the
outcome of the situation? What did you learn
from it?
» Ask questions yourself, so that the interview
becomes a conversation. It also helps you
to steer the conversation if you actively take
part in it.
» Remember that it is always a two-way
street: You want the job, and they want
to hire the best candidate. If you don’t like
the atmosphere at the company, people
are unfriendly or the job turns out to be
different than what you expected, finish
the interview professionally. You can always
decline the offer afterwards.
» Don’t talk about salary in the first round
unless they bring it up.

Follow-up
» Write a short message the same evening or
next morning to thank them for their time
and the conversation. If applicable, express
that you are interested in a second interview
or the job.
» If you don’t hear anything for a week, call to
follow up.

Inspiration for questions you can ask
» What are day-to-day tasks, and what does
a typical day look like?
» What does success look like in this
position? How is it measured?
» What are the most important skills for
someone to succeed in this position?
» What do you think is the biggest
challenge of this position?
» What do you and don’t you like about
working in this company?
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Preparing the application
What to do?

How to do?

I have evaluated my own strengths, interests and values

Talk to a coach at BCF Career Event NL or BE.



I have updated my LinkedIn profile

Have your LinkedIn profile checked at BCF
Career Event NL or BE.



I have uploaded a professional headshot

Need a new one? Get one at BCF Career Event
NL or BE



I have informed myself about the organisation or company
I want to apply to

Check the list of top employers on on
bcfcareer.nl/companies



I know what the job role is about and what tasks and
responsibilities come with it

Read the job vacancy and website of the
company carefully



I have talked to people that work in the field, so I have a
realistic idea about tasks and responsibilities involved

Contact people via LinkedIn or talk to
professionals at BCF Career Event



I have customised my CV and motivation letter around the
needs and qualification mentioned in the job description

Read the article “How your CV can set
you apart” and “How to write the perfect
application letter” in this guide



I have double-checked spelling, grammar, names and
attachments of my application

Ask a friend or family member to check – four
eyes see more than two!



I have sent the application!

Done?


Preparing the job interview

I know who I will be talking to

Find the person on LinkedIn or company
website



I have reviewed the job description, company and my own
documents

Check out the company website as well



I know how to get to the interview, and have made sure I’ll
be on time

Check google maps or a public transport app



I have the right attire (better too formal than too informal)

Business formal is usually a good choice



I have practised my elevator pitch / short intro about myself

Attend or rewatch the presentation “Pitch
yourself to an employer” at BCF Career Event
to learn more.



I have prepared some questions to ask

Prepare a couple of questions to ask



After the interview
I have sent an email to say thank you for the interview the
next day



I got the job!
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Creating a future where disease
is a thing of the past.
We are Janssen, the Pharmaceutical Companies of
Johnson & Johnson. Bold thinkers. Big dreamers.
Fearless advocates on behalf of patients. So that one day,
the world’s most daunting diseases will be found only in
the pages of history books.
Learn more at www.janssen.com/belgium.
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Information/contact
C: Tess Heerschap
T: +31(0)613795760
E: tess.heerschap@ausnutria.nl
W: www.werkenbij-ausnutria.nl

Ausnutria
Bilthoven Biologicals
Active in the sectors
» Food
Type of organisation
SME

We seek
At Ausnutria we are always looking for
enthusiastic candidates who want to grow
together.

Number of locations
5

Have a look at: www.werkenbij-ausnutria.nl for
our vacancies.

Number of employees
+700

We offer
Ausnutria is a fast-growing, dynamic and
internationally oriented dairy company.
Working at Ausnutria means you will
be working at a growing international
organization that is developing rapidly.
Ausnutria enjoys an open, down to earth and
entrepreneurial corporate culture. We are
continuously working to achieve the next step
towards improvement. Realistic, but at the
same time ground-breaking. This is how we
work together to ensure a healthy future for
the children who grow up with our products.
Core values that are of the utmost importance
are perseverance and an entrepreneurial
attitude.

General
From the Netherlands, the dairy centre of
the world, Ausnutria serves the international
market with high-quality dairy products. We
are proud of our own infant formula brands
produced from goat milk, and regular and
organic cow milk. Special is our collaboration
with our commercial customers whom we
support in developing and producing their
own infant formula brand and specialised dairy
ingredients.
Customers and consumers can rely on our
expertise founded on over 100 years of
experience in the dairy industry and on
the high-quality supplied from our own
production sites.
Company activities
The production of infant formula is our
core activity. An interesting, but above all,
complicated and delicate process. Which is
why we set the bar high, whether it concerns
the quality of our production facilities or
the quality of our employees. We do this
by nurturing growth and development. At
Ausnutria, employees are given plenty of
space to develop their talents and embrace
opportunities.
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Featuring

World-class team of speakers from the field of BioBusiness

Subjects tailored to the Life Sciences industry
» Business Models in Life Sciences
» Finance
» Harvard-style Business Case
» Patents & Licenses
» Personal Development
» Entrepreneurship
» Product Development
» Transition from academia to industry

19-23 June 2023
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Jumpstart your Business Career
in Life Sciences
Powered by

Partners a.o.

www.hyphenprojects.nl/bbss

Information/contact
C: Cathy Scoupe
T: +32(0)473523752
E: cathy@becro.be
W: www.becro.be

BeCRO Association
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Other
Number of locations
38

BeCRO empowers its members to foster Belgium
as a leading country for clinical research through
continuous innovation, advocacy, and networking.
Meet Aixial, Consultys, DICE, IDDI and SGS at the BeCRO BOOTH

efficiency while maintaining the highest quality
standards. BeCRO actively supports its members
in this area by providing the latest industry
updates and clinical studies specific training.
We seek
Our members (IDDI, SGS, AIXIAL, DICE and
CONSULTYS) are looking for talents (all levels
of seniority) involved or willing to be involve in
Clinical Research and Development projects.

Number of employees
1
General
Leading the voice of the Belgian CRO industry!
We are a professional organization of Belgian
Contract Research Organizations (CROs)
which are supporting the pharmaceutical,
biotechnology and medical devices industry
in the clinical research and development of
new products. The result of the combined
industry efforts, including BeCRO members, is
the availability of new treatments and therapies
from which patients can benefit.
Visit us and take the chance to meet 5
companies present on the BeCRO booth: IDDI,
SGS, AIXIAL, DICE and CONSULTYS.
Company activities
BeCRO empowers its members to foster
Belgium as a leading country for clinical
research through continuous innovation,
advocacy, and networking. We represent
currently more than 35 Belgian Companies,
going from small companies to affiliates from
global leading contract research organizations.
All of them have the same common goal:
Conducting and Supporting safe and ethical
clinical research following the latest industry
developments and guidelines leading to higher

Advice & Reporng for the CHEMical and pharmaceucal INdustry

www.becro.be
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Information/contact
C: Sandra van Rijn
E: sandra.vanrijn@bms.com
W: https://careers.bms.com

Bristol
Myers
Squibb
Bilthoven
Biologicals
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Multinational
Number of employees
30,000
General
Bristol Myers Squibb is a global
biopharmaceutical company whose mission
is to discover, develop and deliver innovative
medicines that help patients prevail over serious
diseases.
At Bristol Myers Squibb, we believe in the
power of science to address some of the most
challenging diseases of our time. Our focus on
these unmet needs comes during a remarkable
time, when unprecedented scientific
breakthroughs are advancing the treatment of
disease as never before in human history.
We work every day to transform patients’ lives
through science.
Company activities
We are a global biopharmaceutical company
focused on helping to address the unmet
medical needs of patients with serious diseases.
In 2020, we invested $11.1 billion in R&D, which
included the discovery and development of
new medicines.
We seek
We’re looking for people who want to change
lives. Bold, focused, innovative and passionate
people who bring unique talents to the team’s
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Information/contact
C: Lilian Bouw
T: +31(0)204939000
E: campusrecruitment@chipsoft.nl
W: www.chipsoft.nl

ChipSoft
mission. We are committed to recruiting,
developing, and retaining top talent so you can
pursue innovative ideas and perform your best.
Join us as we transform patients’ lives through
science.
Every day, we drive transformative care. We’re
creative thinkers motivated by the practical
application of our work. Innovators who step
into uncharted territory.
Together we’re building a better future for each
other and the patients who need us most. And
we’re looking for the best team for the job.
We offer
Bristol Myers Squibb gives you the opportunity
to learn and grow professionally alongside
smart, creative and talented colleagues who are
committed to helping patients battle serious
diseases.
Doing amazing things with people you like
and admire isn’t something you can find just
anywhere.
The work means everything, and so do the
people you work with. Your future colleagues at
Bristol Myers Squibb are impacting lives every
day.
Whether it’s bringing more than a dozen key
medicines to market since 2009, or expanding
patient access to medicine, our commitment to
patients drives innovation in our pipeline and
guides our action as a responsible corporate
citizen.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma
Type of organisation
SME
Number of locations
4
Number of employees
850
General
ChipSoft staat al meer dan 30 jaar aan de top
van de zorgautomatisering. Tegenwoordig
zijn wij trotse marktleider als leverancier van
zorg-ICT in Nederland. Met revolutionaire
ICT bieden wij zorginstellingen een
unieke totaaloplossing die alle denkbare
werkprocessen binnen de zorginstelling
ondersteunt. Dit doen wij met meer dan 850
medewerkers in Nederland en België.
Ons uitgangspunt? Software ontwikkelen die
het zorgverleners gemakkelijk maakt om op
het juiste moment de juiste zorg te leveren.
Daarbij staan de veiligheid van de patiënt en
de werkprocessen van de zorgprofessionals
centraal. Zo is onze totaaloplossing te
gebruiken op vaste en mobiele apparaten
(pc’s, tablets, smartphones, etc.) en krijgen
zorgverleners voor ieder device en voor
iedere situaties zeer gerichte oplossingen
aangeboden. Smart Health noemen wij dat.
Binnen de zorg staat ChipSoft bekend om haar
innovatieve karakter en enorme slagkracht
als het gaat om de ontwikkeling van nieuwe
functionaliteiten. Niet voor niets heeft
ChipSoft met haar producten diverse awards
in de wacht gesleept, onder meer van een
toonaangevende grootheid als Microsoft.

ChipSoft maakt gebruik van de nieuwste
technieken en is daardoor altijd in staat om
zorginstellingen te voorzien van ICT die klaar is
voor de toekomst.
Company activities
De beste software maken voor
zorgprofessionals. Dat is wat we bij ChipSoft
doen. Onze software zorgt dat iedereen
in de zorg zich volledig kan richten op zijn
kerntaak. Wij hebben een gebruiksvriendelijke
totaaloplossing ontwikkeld (HiX) die elke
zorgprofessional ondersteunt, bij elk denkbaar
werkproces in de zorgketen. En die oplossing
perfectioneren en vernieuwen we iedere dag.
HiX is ook de toekomst van de zorg. Meer
datawarehouse, meer patiënten die vanuit huis
hun zorgzaken regelen, meer zorgverleners
die op de werkvloer slimme apps gebruiken
en meer zorgaanbieders die efficiënt en veilig
gegevens met elkaar uitwisselen. Ook dát is
HiX. En daar kun jíj aan meewerken.
We seek
ChipSoft zoekt non-stop voor ontwikkelaars,
consultants en sales talenten.
We offer
» Een aantrekkelijk salaris
» Uitstekende secundaire arbeidsvoorwaarden
» Uitgebreide interne en externe
opleidingsmogelijkheden
» Veel vrijheid in het uitvoeren van je
werkzaamheden
» Informele werksfeer met sociale activiteiten
na werktijd
» Gebruik van sportschool inclusief personal
trainer
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Information/contact
C: Linda Tidwell
T: +49(0)30450539745
E: linda-faye.tidwell@charite.de
W: www.ecn-berlin.de

Information/contact
E: info@cls-services.nl
T: +31(0)882277555
W: www.cls-services.nl

Einstein Center for Neurosciences

CLS Services
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Recruitment office
General
Recruitment is about people. Our drive is
to make people happy. Not only by having
excellent employment conditions but also by
trying to make the whole recruitment process
a more fun and positive experience. Thanks to
our own background and experience in the
field of Chemistry & Life Sciences, we speak
your language, we understand your needs and
the challenges you face. But we also speak the
language of our clients, what do they need in
an employee to be successful? Only through
really understanding both sides, we can help
both people and organisations to achieve
good and lasting results.
Company activities
CLS Services provides recruitment services
for companies, multinationals as well as
smaller and more specialised companies,
who are active in the field of chemistry,
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, food and
feed. We recruit, for example, scientists,
product developers, technicians or quality
assurers or any other type of job you may be
looking for.
Through our extensive experience, we have
built expert knowledge in our field when it
comes to recruitment & selection. We work as a
team. We share ideas, knowledge and skills, in
order to achieve excellent results.
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We are looking for
At CLS Services we are eager to meet qualified
professionals with a background in chemistry,
biology, pharmacy, food or related disciplines.
Do you have a polytechnic (BSc.) or university
degree (MSc. or PhD.) in one of these areas
with or without relevant working experience?
And are you up for a new challenge? Then we
are looking for you!
What we have to offer
Top level careers and the best match
possible.
CLS Services stands for quality, flexibility and
professionalism. We offer the opportunity
to get the best out of yourself and the
organisation. We will prepare you as good
as possible for upcoming interviews, which
increases the chance of finding you a suitable
position at one of our clients or in your own
network. Additionally, together with our career
coach, we can offer career coaching through
individual support, but we also offer tools
directed at stimulating effectiveness within a
team.
Interested to know what we can do for you?
Visit our website www.cls-services.nl for more
information, current vacancies or send an open
application.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
Type of organisation
Other
General
The Einstein Center for Neurosciences Berlin
(ECN) provides an umbrella structure that
specifically fosters interdisciplinary, collaborative
research by facilitating synergies between
existing research groups and promoting
interaction on all levels. The umbrella structure
aims to increase the interactions between Berlin
scientists.

We offer
» Initial boot camp for all students
» Initial lab rotation period of 6 month
» Individual assessment to personalize core
Curriculum
» Continuing education program
» Supervision via Phd commitees

Company activities
The ECN will provide an educational program
– the Einstein Training Program (ETP). Students
will take part in an interdisciplinary curriculum;
including courses offered by our partner
institutions. During their training, students
can choose different tracks to generate an
individualized curriculum. The Einstein Center
for Neurosciences Berlin is an initiative of the
Berlin School of Mind and Brain, the Bernstein
Center for Computational Neuroscience Berlin,
the Center for Stroke Research Berlin and the
Cluster of Excellence NeuroCure.
We seek
We are looking for PhD candidates who are
attracted by multi-disciplinary research and
interested in science-driven innovation. Our
PhD program will train students to become
experts in both neuroscience research and
related disciplines. Students will take part in an
interdisciplinary curriculum, including courses
offered by our partner institutions.
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Information/contact
C: Daniël Bennink
T: +31(0)334653205
E: lifesciences@formorrow.nl
W: www.formorrow.nl

Formorrow
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
» Medtech
Type of organisation
Recruitment office
Number of locations
1

Grow ahead with the
Life Sciences Academy
About to start a promising career in the world of life
sciences? And itching to make a difference? We’ll connect
you with a job in life sciences that brings out the best in you.
And in two years, our Life Sciences Academy will teach you
all you need to know to excel as a versatile professional.
Find out more and plan your intake at:
formorrow.nl

General
We are Formorrow
We’re here for talent that dares to dive deeper,
to look further ahead. For employers looking
for talent that will grow with them. For today’s
opportunities. And for tomorrow’s shining
stars.
About Formorrow
Formorrow connects talent in Life Sciences
and IT with jobs to really grow in. We’ve been
doing exactly that since 1997. First as Procam
– and since 2021 as Formorrow. With us, it’s
all about you. Who you are, what makes you
happy, how – and where – you can grow.
We’ll help you shape your future and excel as
yourself. And we connect employers to team
members whose stars will shine bright in their
organisations. In doing so, we’re contributing
to a sustainable and diverse labour market that
revolves around the strengths of individual
talents.
Get to know us
From our Amersfoort offices, we connect Life
Sciences talent from all over the world with
exciting Dutch employers. We help developing
personal skills and train future leaders.

For tomorrow’s world
Formorrow aims for a labour market with room
for all talents. We also want to do our bit for a
climate-neutral tomorrow. For us, Corporate
Social Responsibility is not a must. It’s deeply
embedded in our organisation. We’re open
about where we want to be tomorrow – and
honest about what we can realise today.
Company activities
Know
Get to know yourself even better. And discover
which jobs fit your personality, dreams and
hidden talents.
Find
We’ll find you the employer where you’ll fit
right in. Where you’ll be at your best. Today,
tomorrow, and in the days to come.
Grow
During the Formorrow Academy you’ll deepen
your self-knowledge. You’ll develop your skills.
And you will build a vision on how you can
grow in your own way.
We seek
Just graduated from university, applied
sciences or have a PHD? Have you set your
sights on a career in IT or life sciences?
Formorrow will help you find your ideal job
while teaching you all you need to know to
shape your future. Going deeper than any
other life-sciences or IT traineeship could.
We offer
Looking for an IT or life-sciences professional?
With the Formorrow method, we connect
talent with employers that bring out the best
in them. And we’ll connect you with that one
team member who can grow with you, taking
the entire recruitment process off your hands.
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Information/contact
C: Dr. Alexander Schwarzkopf
T: +49(0)36419401315
E: ga-international@uni-jena.de
W: www.uni-jena.de/en/

Information/contact
W: www.glpg.com

Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena

Galapagos

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Pharma

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Pharma

Type of organisation
University

Type of organisation
Multinational

General
Well known for Goethe, Schiller, Hegel, Haeckel,
Zeiss and Schott, JENA provides the unique
combination of a beautiful setting, strong
cultural and philosophical traditions, high-tech
industry, and, above all, a modern research
oriented university.

General
Galapagos is a fully integrated biotechnology
company focused on discovering, developing,
and commercializing innovative medicines.
We are committed to improving patients’
lives worldwide by targeting diseases with
high unmet needs. Our R&D capabilities cover
multiple drug modalities, including small
molecules and cell therapies. Our portfolio
comprises discovery through to Phase 4
programs in inflammation, oncology, fibrosis,
and other indications. Our first medicine for
rheumatoid arthritis and ulcerative colitis is
approved and available in the European Union,
Norway, United Kingdom, and Japan. For
additional information, please visit www.glpg.
com or follow us on LinkedIn or Twitter.

Company activities
Full comprehensive University offering
academic career opportunities in basic research,
teaching and administration.
We seek
Early Stage and Qualified Researchers
We offer
PhD positions, Postdoc positions, and
professorships. Additionally also jobs in
university administration.
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Company activities
Galapagos’ mission is to develop first-in-class
medicines based on the discovery of novel
targets. Using human primary cells and patient
cells, the company discovers which proteins
(‘targets’) play a key role in causing diseases
such as rheumatoid arthritis, inflammatory
bowel disease and fibrosis. Galapagos aims
to develop small molecules that inhibit these
targets, restore the balance and thereby
positively influence the course of the disease.
Galapagos’ ambition is to make a lasting
positive contribution to society through
discovery of breakthrough therapies for
diseases with large unmet medical need.

We seek
We’re looking for people who want to dig
deep in order to achieve something bigger.
People who feel success is not all about a
job title, but a result of working together on
something far bigger. Something that lasts.
Something that changes lives. At Galapagos,
we pursue medical breakthroughs. We won’t
use need words or empty promises for that.
Because we create value through science. Not
through advertising. That’s why we’re looking
for people who want to play a crucial role in
something vital: developing life-changing
medicines and delivering them to the people
who need them most. Pioneers, with resolve
and determination. People who read this all
the way to the end. People who want to raise
the bar and make it happen.
We offer
The employees are the strength behind
Galapagos. They form a highly motivated team,
eager to maintain Galapagos’ leading position
and achieve breakthroughs in pharmaceutical
research. Besides a competitive remuneration
package, Galapagos offers you a dynamic,
enthusiastic work environment that maximizes
your potential. We are Galapagos : together we
can make it happen!
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JOIN THE

EXPERTS

IN TRANSPLANT DIAGNOSTICS

Information/contact
C: Roelien Brommersma
T: +31(0)302523799
E: hrm@gendx.com
W: www.GenDx.com

GenDx
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences

who take initiative, have a strong sense of
responsibility, and are eager to learn and grow.

Number of employees
85

We offer
Working at GenDx means being part of
a close-knit team in a highly innovative
company. We offer good working conditions
and value our employees’ input and personal
development. Do you have a B.ASc, BSc, MSc
or PhD in molecular biology, Life Sciences,
Bioinformatics, or similar? Career opportunities
at GenDx range from R&D Reagents and
R&D Software/Bioinformatics, to Support,
Education, Marketing, Sales, QA/RA, and
Operations. Go to our website for our current
vacancies and/or stop by at our booth at BCF
Career Event!

Type of organisation
SME
General
We are GenDx, the experts in transplant
diagnostics. We are a global leader in
molecular biological solutions for matching
transplant patients with donors, and
monitoring transplant success.
Company activities
GenDx is a science-based company, located
at Utrecht Science Park. We combine our
renowned software and reagents for highresolution HLA typing (Next Generation
Sequencing) and Chimerism monitoring,
with excellent customer support and
education. We work closely together with our
partners and clients, and believe that sharing
knowledge advances our field of expertise,
which eventually benefits the quality of life of
transplant patients worldwide. At GenDx, we
work towards this goal on a daily basis, with
a highly motivated and educated team of 85
employees and 64 distributors.

Utrecht Science Park | www.GenDx.com

We aim to advance the field of transplantation
by offering a comprehensive line of molecular
diagnostic reagents, analysis software and
service, and by sharing knowledge through
education.
We look forward to meeting you at our booth!

We seek
GenDx cares greatly about an open and honest
business climate, and values an environment
in which people are encouraged to explore
new ideas. GenDx therefore empowers
employees to feel involved and responsible
for maintaining their knowledge, skills,
competencies, motivation and commitment.
People working at GenDx are real team players,
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Information/contact
C: Federica Ianniello, Brecht Vanhemel & Imre Heezen
T: +31(0)302123123
E: recruitmentnl@genmab.com
W: www.genmab.com

Genmab
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma

» Integrity—we do the right thing
» We work as one team and respect each
other

Number of locations
4

For more information, please visit Genmab.com
and follow us on Twitter.com/Genmab.

Number of employees
1,300+

Company activities
We are the creators of three marketed products*
and have a broad clinical and pre-clinical
product pipeline. Genmab’s technology
consists of validated and proprietary nextgeneration antibody platforms - DuoBody® for
generation of bispecific antibodies; HexaBody®,
which creates effector-function enhanced
antibodies; HexElect®, which combines two
co-dependently acting HexaBody molecules
to introduce selectivity while maximizing
therapeutic potency; and DuoHexaBody®,
which enhances the potential potency of
bispecific antibodies through hexamerization.

Type of organisation
Multinational

Let’s transform
tomorrow together
Learn more about Genmab and our
vacancies on www.genmab.com
Visit our stand at the BCF Career event

General
Genmab is an international biotechnology
company with a core purpose to improve
the lives of people with cancer. For more
than 20 years, Genmab’s vision to transform
cancer treatment has driven its passionate,
innovative and collaborative teams to invent
next-generation antibody technology platforms
and leverage translational research and data
sciences, fueling multiple differentiated
cancer treatments that make an impact on
people’s lives. To develop and deliver novel
therapies to patients, Genmab has formed
20+ strategic partnerships with biotechnology
and pharmaceutical companies. Genmab’s
proprietary pipeline includes bispecific T-cell
engagers, next-generation immune checkpoint
modulators, effector function enhanced
antibodies and antibody-drug conjugates.
Genmab is headquartered in Copenhagen,
Denmark with locations in Utrecht, the
Netherlands, Princeton, New Jersey, U.S. and
Tokyo, Japan.
Our core values are:
» Passion for innovation
» Determination—being the best at what we
do

We seek
Employees are our most important resource,
and we strive to attract and retain the most
qualified people to fulfil our core purpose of
improving patients’ lives.
We seek individuals with strong theoretical and
practical qualifications, and we aim to provide
ongoing development of our employees.
We offer
We aspire to create a company environment
which promotes both individual and team
performance.
If you are interested in working for Genmab,
please write or call our HR department. For
an up-to-date overview of our current job
positions, please go to www.genmab.com.
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Information/contact
C: Logan Bishop-Currey
E: info@hhvbiotech.com
W: https://hhvbiotech.com/

HHV
Biotech
Bilthoven
Biologicals
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
Type of organisation
SME

ENHANCE YOUR
CAREER PROSPECTS
IN ACADEMIA

GRANT APPLICATION

HOWTO

10-11 October 2023
Online course
Featuring:

Offered by

BCF COURSES

Successful Academics,
Expert Grant-Writing
Consultants, Experienced
Subsidy Advisors, and
Funding Specialists

www.hyphenprojects.nl/gac

Number of locations
1
Number of employees
7
General
Human Health Vision BV (HHV Biotech) is
an innovative biotechnology company that
believes that all patients should have access to
effective anti-infective therapies. The company’s
mission is to develop innovative treatments
for biofilm-related infectious diseases. Since
its inception in 2021, HHV Biotech has built
up a network of global partners to accelerate
the development of their lead drug candidate
HHV-001.
Company activities
HHV Biotech is developing a platform of
anti-biofilm therapeutics. Currently, our lead
drug candidate HHV-001 is in pre-clinical
development for the treatment of complicated
urinary tract infections (cUTI). Approximately
50 million people suffer from urinary tract
infections (UTI) per year, and in the US alone, 1
in 4 patients with a UTI will go on to develop
cUTI.

in vitro experiments.
Together with our strong network of partners,
we focus on discovering innovative alternatives
to antibiotics, to accelerate the development of
effective treatments to address unmet medical
needs.
We seek
Scientific Masters graduates with an ambition
to work in a highly dynamic environment.
Currently we offer internships for literature
reviews, with a minimum period of 6 months.
As of September / October 2022, we will be
offering laboratory internships.
We offer
Our team consists of elite professionals in
microbiology and drug development as well as
investment banking and strategy consulting.
You will have a unique opportunity to have
direct access to our CEO and a previous
associate professor from the LUMC. Joining
HHV Biotech means joining a young and highly
entrepreneurial environment where your input
will be heard and valued.

HHV-001 shows promising in-vitro results
against a multitude of difficult to treat, biofilmproducing bacteria. HHV-001 was able to
dose-dependently eliminate both planktonic
and biofilm-associated gram-negative and
gram-positive bacteria from the ESKAPE panel in
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Information/contact
W: www.iqvia.com

IQVIA
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Multinational
Number of locations
115
Number of employees
84,000
General
IQVIA™ is the leading human data science
company focused on helping healthcare
clients find unparalleled insights and better
solutions for patients. Formed through the
merger of IMS Health and Quintiles, IQVIA offers
a broad range of solutions that harness the
power of healthcare data, domain expertise,
transformative technology, and advanced
analytics to drive healthcare forward.

and strategic colleagues driven by a shared
purpose who want to connect insights with
action to push scientific boundaries. At IQVIA,
you can connect to great opportunity.
We offer
Making a positive impact on human health
takes insight, curiosity, and intellectual
courage. It takes brave minds, pushing the
boundaries to transform healthcare. Regardless
of your role, you will have the opportunity to
play an important part in helping our clients
drive healthcare forward and ultimately
improve outcomes for patients.
Forge a career with greater purpose, make an
impact, and never stop learning.

We work alongside customers and partners
to be a catalyst for innovation in healthcare.
IQVIA helps speed drug development, ensure
product quality and safety, improve commercial
effectiveness, get the right treatments to
patients, improve access and delivery of
healthcare, and ultimately drive better health
outcomes
We seek
From entry-level candidates to seasoned
professionals, IQVIA hires talent across a
multitude of business functions. Whether
your passion is corporate support, clinical
drug development, customer engagement
or sales, you can follow a defined career path
or create your own. We are looking for sharp
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Information/contact
W: www.jnj.com & www.careers.jnj.com

Johnson
Johnson
Bilthoven&Biologicals
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Multinational
Number of employees
> 10,000 in Benelux
General
Johnson & Johnson is an American
multinational corporation founded in 1886
that develops medical devices, pharmaceutical,
and consumer packaged goods.
Janssen Biologics
In 1984 Janssen Biologics (formerly Centocor)
was established in Leiden and opened its plant
in 1986. Because of the success of our products
we have seen a huge expansion since 1994.
That year the product REOPRO® obtained
approval from the FDA and from the former
European registration authorities. In 2000,
we received the national and international
Galenus Prize for the most innovative and
significant drug REMICADE®.

Therefore, Janssen Vaccines in Leiden is
committed to developing first-in-class or bestin-class vaccines for some of the world’s most
life-threatening pathogens such as Ebola, RSV,
HIV and ExPEC. A world-class team, cutting
edge technologies and strategic collaborations
are the driving force behind our promising
pipeline.
Johnson & Johnson Medical
J&J Medical is one of the world’s biggest family
of Medical Devices companies including,
but not limited to DePuy Synthes, Biosense
Webster, Cerenovus and Johnson & Johnson
Vision. In the Netherlands, we have a cuttingedge R&D center for J&J Vision Sciences, as well
as a central office in Amersfoort that includes
our major medical devices brands.
Johnson & Johnson Consumer
Listerine, Neutrogena, Johnson’s Baby, Always,
Nicorette and many more are all brands that
are part of the Johnson & Johnson family. In
the Netherlands we primarily have sales staff
within this division.

Company activities
Johnson & Johnson is headquartered in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, the consumer division
Janssen Prevention Center
being located in Skillman, New Jersey. The
Janssen Prevention Center, headquartered
corporation includes some 250 subsidiary
in Leiden, explores the prevention of
companies with operations in 60 countries and
noncommunicable diseases that come
products sold in over 175 countries. Johnson &
with age including cardiovascular disease,
Johnson’s brands include numerous household
metabolic disorders, neurodegenerative
diseases and many types of cancer. Ultimately, names of medications and first aid supplies.
Among its well-known consumer products
the goal is for people not only to live longer
lives, but also stay healthy and vital as they age. are the Band-Aid Brand line of bandages,
Tylenol medications, Johnson’s Baby products,
Neutrogena skin and beauty products, Clean &
Janssen Vaccines
Clear facial wash and Acuvue contact lenses.
Vaccination is one of the most effective
methods of preventing infectious diseases.
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We seek
As an R&D colleague, you will focus on one
of our specialty domains: neuroscience,
cardiovascular diseases and metabolism,
infectious diseases and vaccines, immunology,
or oncology. Not only will you make a
difference for people’s health worldwide, you
will also innovate your own career thanks
to our Scientific Career Architecture. In the
Benelux, we employ nearly 2,500 colleagues
in R&D.
And we’re looking for new innovators to join
us:
» Postdoctoral researchers,
» Scientists in (cell) biology,
» immunology,
» oncology,
» neuroscience,
» chemistry and various other disciplines
(PhD’s), Specialists in Regulatory Affairs or
Quality Assurance,
» Biostatisticians,
» Medical Doctors
» and many more.
Next to R&D, we regularly recruit for Sales,
Marketing, HR, Operations and IT, so register
yourself on our career website to make sure
you do not miss any opportunity.
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Information/contact
C: Janne Bruntink
T: +31(0)202374391
E: careersEU@kitepharma.com
W: www.Kiteamsterdamcareers.com

Information/contact
C: Laurence Andrianne
E: JobsEurope@legendbiotech.com
W: https://legendbiotech.com/

Kite Pharma, A Gilead Company

Legend Biotech

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma

T cell receptor (TCR) engineered cell therapies
designed to empower the immune system’s
ability to recognize and kill tumours.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma

Type of organisation
Multinational

We seek
We are creating Kite together, with the
recognition that the best teams are built by
the best people. Kite is a growing company
with a lot of challenging job opportunities in
Manufacturing, Engineering, Quality and Supply
Chain. We are seeking:
» Highly motivated individuals to join us in the
Amsterdam area
» Team players who are proactive, flexible and
self-motivated with strong interpersonal
skills
» Individuals with the ability to work in a
fast-paced environment with challenging
workload
» Team members with the ability to work
independently and quickly get acquainted
with novel methods and approaches

Type of organisation
Multinational

Number of locations
1
Number of employees
500
General
At Kite, a Gilead company, we are at the
forefront of immunotherapy and engineered
T cell therapy. We are helping change the
paradigm of cancer treatment and we are
revolutionizing individually tailored treatments.
That means a fast moving and constantly
changing environment, where we make
discoveries every day – discoveries that
include our own capabilities and our individual
potential. As we extend our global reach with
a new, state-of-the-art facility in Amsterdam
(Hoofddorp), we need colleagues interested
in change, in challenge, and in building a new
future together.
Our culture is best described as innovative,
inspiring and multicultural with passionate
employees. Are you interested in being part of
our journey? Join us and discover your sense of
purpose.

We offer
Linking pay to company and individual
performance is central to Kite’s continued
success. Our Total Rewards program allows you
to see your compensation increase when you
and the company perform well. Kite’s benefit
offerings are designed to promote your overall
health and financial well-being.
» Dynamic environment
» Competitive base pay
» Personal development
» Bonus
Company activities
» Stock Purchase discount
Kite is a biopharmaceutical company engaged
» Recognition Program
in the development of innovative cancer
immunotherapies with a goal of providing rapid, » Savings and retirement benefits
» Health and welfare benefits
long-term durable response and eliminating
the burden of chronic care. The company is
focused on chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) and
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Number of locations
1
Number of employees
100
General
Legend Biotech is a global biotechnology
company developing and manufacturing novel
therapies. We explore and apply innovative
technologies to deliver safe, efficacious and
cutting-edge options for patients around
the world. Our teams represent the most
competitive talent in the biotechnology
industry. They are global, highly credentialled
and passionate about changing patients’ lives
with novel therapies. Scientific curiosity drives
us. Our startup spirit propels us.
» 1,000+ employees across 3 continents
» Our leadership team boasts an average 20
years of experience in biopharmaceutical
and biotechnology industries
» Our team is growing + 30% year-on-year
» 50% of our leadership team identifies as
female..

We offer
» You will be part of a team of experts,
committed to quality, driven by excellence,
and dedicated to experimentation.
» You will have opportunities to evolve in an
international, dynamic and fast-growing
company
» You will join a unique culture combining
the mindset of a start-up with the
financial assurance of a Nasdaq-listed
biopharmaceutical company
» You will join a creative culture to drive
scientific breakthroughs and continuous
improvement
» The company keeps patients at the forefront
of their work. You will have the opportunity
to change the way treatments are
developed across diseases and continents
» You will be part of an international
team with over 1000 different minds
and perspectives driven by a passion for
developing cutting-edge cell therapies.

We seek
Open-minded, problem-solving professionals
preferably with a Bachelor or Master’s degree.
Whether you have experience or not, Legend
Biotech will provide you with relevant training
in order to develop your skills! Take a look at
some of the job opportunities on LinkedIn >
Legend Biotech > jobs
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Information/contact
W: www.lmu.de

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU Munich)
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
Type of organisation
University
Number of employees
> 17,000
General
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
is one of the leading research universities
in Europe. Since its founding in 1472, it has
been committed to the highest international
standards of excellence in research and
teaching.

TOPX Network
The platform for ambitious women in Life Sciences
Become part of a community of talented and ambitious women, and empower your personal growth
and career development.

Membership – LIGHT (special rate for students)
» Free access to online events
» Free access to network meetings
» Discount on annual TOPX Summit

Gold Partner

Gold Partner

Gold Partner

Silver Partner

Silver Partner

Silver Partner

Silver Partner

Silver Partner

Silver Partner

Silver Partner

Visit the website for more information:

www.hyphenprojects.nl/topx/membership

The University’s 18 faculties, offer >50.000
students more than 220 Degree programs.
28 Master’s programs and a growing number
of doctoral programs are entirely taught
in English. The know-how and creative
intelligence of our academics form the basis
of our success in the German Excellence
Strategy and the diversity of expertise among
its faculty enables innovative basic research.
Everyone, from graduate student to professor,
benefits from an environment that fosters
excellence both in individual disciplines and
interdisciplinary collaborations. LMU maintains
an extensive network with more than 500
institutional partners worldwide.

Data - Earth and Environment - Languages and
Cultures - Life and Health – Physics - Systems
and Communities.
Company activities
An important element of LMUexcellent is
the creation of flexible recruitment models
in order to strengthen established areas of
research and to rapidly develop new scientific
fields, while continuing to attract outstanding
academics to LMU. By further expanding its
successful Academic Career Program, LMU will
provide optimal and flexible career options for
junior academics, and introduce students to
research early on. Accompanying additional
investments and its comprehensive campus
development will continue to enable LMU to
offer internationally competitive conditions
for research and networking, and thereby
consolidate its position as one of the most
attractive university locations in Europe. LMU
will continue to foster close collaborations with
partners in the fields of science, business, and
the arts, and will promote dialogue with the
public.

As part of the further development of its
research profile, LMU today describes its
overall profile in terms of six profile areas that
are oriented towards overarching scientific
questions and research topics: Digits and
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Information/contact
C: Marjolein van Vliet
E: RecruitmentNL@MSD.com
W: www.werkenbijmsd.nl | www.msd.nl

MSD
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Multinational
Number of employees
5,000 in the Netherlands, having 4 sites in
Haarlem, de Bilt, Oss and Boxmeer
General
At MSD, we seek to discover and champion
the latest, most promising advancements
against the world’s greatest health challenges.
To accomplish this, we are willing to invest
in solutions that take us in directions we’ve
never explored before. And we are known
for it, we have done great things in the past
and we’re doing great things for the future.
MSD is one of the world’s leading healthcare
companies. Every day, we strive to make a
difference in the lives of patients through
innovative prescription medicines and
vaccines, biological therapies and animal
health products. Whether it’s helping invent
the next breakthrough treatment or simply
challenging and supporting one another
for mutual betterment, our culture is about
applied curiosity. Do you want to work in a
company where your work can have a real
impact on people’s life’s? join us!
Company activities
» High quality production and development
of medicines and vaccines that contribute to
the health for humans and animals
» We develop, produce, package and
distribute medicines and vaccines for
humans and animals to 140 countries

worldwide
» A number of important MSD medicines
have been discovered and (partially)
developed in the Netherlands, among which
immunotherapy for the treatment of cancer
» MSD is a pioneer in biological R&D for animal
health, for example in the development of
vaccines against upcoming animal deceases
» MSD has set a goal of eliminating river
blindness. Our donation program reaches
a total of 100 million people annually in
35 countries. Through this, blindness is
prevented for around 40,000 people every
year.
We seek
We are dedicated to our employee’s
development and empower each of them to
reach their full potential regardless of function,
geography or experience level. Joining MSD
is joining a company with professionals,
committed to innovate every day, inspiring
others though their unlimited passion
for their work. We are looking for highly
motivated individuals who have a passion
for manufacturing, engineering, automation,
technology, quality, operations, supply chain,
human health or animal health. We would
welcome all levels from MBO 4 Techniek to
Master or even PhD’s. We have a home for you
in the Haarlem area, Oss, Boxmeer or de Bilt.
We offer
Do you enjoy working in an international
environment with lots of room for personal
development? Do you like to be challenged?
MSD has excellent working conditions and
offers you lots of opportunities to develop
yourself on a personal and professional level,
locally or internationally.
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Information/contact
C: Julie Leperre
T: +32(0)38902100
E: julie.leperre@novartis.com
W: www.novartis.be

Novartis
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Multinational
Number of locations
3
Number of employees
2,000
General
Our purpose is to reimagine medicine to
improve and extend people’s lives. We use
innovative science and technology to address
some of society’s most challenging healthcare
issues. We discover and develop breakthrough
treatments and find new ways to deliver them
to as many people as possible. We also aim to
reward those who invest their money, time and
ideas in our company.
We must fundamentally reimagine the way
we work and create a culture that brings out
the best in our people to fulfil our purpose
of reimagining medicine to improve and
extend people’s lives. We believe we can drive
innovation, performance and reputation – and
enhance our people’s work experience – by
transforming our culture to be more Inspired,
Curious and Unbossed.
Novartis is committed to building an
outstanding, inclusive work environment and
diverse teams representative of the patients and
communities we serve..

Information/contact
C: Mette Søllested
T: +45(0)44448888
E: EarlyTalent@novonordisk.com
W: www.novonordisk.com

Novo Nordisk
Company activities
Novartis Puurs is dedicated to production of
pharmaceuticals (Aseptic). Biggest eyedrops
and visco- elastic plant of Novartis worldwide.
We also launched our Biological line 2 years ago.
Our Puurs site mainly focuses on Ophthalmic
medicine. We are a state of the art production
site with ± 1,500 associates workings in several
departments going from manufacturing,
Quality, QC labs, Engineering, Validation,
Technology transfer.
We seek
Master and Bachelors in scientific fields with or
without experience (Bio-engineer, industrial and
civil engineers, pharmacists,...) who wants the
reimagine medicine together with us.
We offer
We offer you an exciting, international, and
interdisciplinary work environment. Investment
in people is a priority for Novartis. We offer a
range of possibilities for personal development
and career opportunities within the group
of motivated, qualified people. We offer you
a competitive salary and benefit package.
Novartis also supports a flexible work-life
integration (working remotely, flexi-time
schedules, ...). Your office will be based in
Puurs. Locally, we offer benefits to ensure our
associate’s mental and physical well-being.
There is a fitness available for our associates to
use and we offer a bike-leasing program. We
have a mental coach on site as well.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Pharma

We offer an inspiring and ambitious work
environment with highly dedicated colleagues.
Therefore, we always welcome talented people
who would like to grow with us.

Type of organisation
Multinational

At Novo Nordisk Manufacturing Kalundborg,
our 3500 employees produce half of
the world’s insulin and a number of
biopharmaceutical products. Novo Nordisk
invests more than 2.4 billion EUR in four new
manufacturing facilities and expansion of three
existing facilities. With the investment, 420 new
jobs will be created.

Number of locations
80
Number of employees
49,000
General
Being part of Novo Nordisk means working at
one of the world’s largest and most successful
biopharmaceutical companies.
Our success is built on more than 90 years
of innovation and commitment to patients.
Headquartered in Denmark, Novo Nordisk
employs approximately 49,000 employees in
80 countries, and markets our products in more
than 170 countries.
Company activities
We combine world-class scientific,
pharmaceutical, and clinical expertise with
the highest ethical standards to continue to
improve the quality of life of our patients. As
the global leader in diabetes care, millions
of patients worldwide rely on us to deliver
cutting-edge treatments for their chronic
disease. Additionally, we continue to invest
in developing innovative treatments for
haemophilia, growth disorders and obesity.

This is your opportunity to be part of our
exciting journey.
Read more at www.novonordisk.com/
kalundborg-careers
We offer
At Novo Nordisk, you will have the opportunity
to build a life-changing career. From research
and development to manufacturing,
marketing and sales, we strive to improve
quality of life for more than 380 million people
living with diabetes. By being patient-focused,
we have achieved a market leading position
and we continuously develop our expertise
to stay ahead - both as a company and as
individuals. Our consistent growth provides
you with professional development and career
opportunities. Thus, we invite you to bring your
personal ambition and passion to work.
Read more about working in Novo Nordisk:
www.novonordisk.com/careers

We seek
Our Research & Development organisation
is vital to Novo Nordisk’s continued growth.
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Information/contact
C: Else Boriau
T: +32(0)492230458
E: else.boriau@pmgroup-global.com
W: www.pmgroup-global.com

Information/contact
C: Recruitment (NL/BE)
T: +31(0)204069750 | +32(0)15211104
E: Netherlands@oxfordcorp.com | Belgium@oxfordcorp.com
W: www.oxfordcorp.com

Oxford
Global
Resources
Bilthoven
Biologicals

PM Group

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma

in the scientific world.
Our global reach and extensive network
of 8,500 clients enable us to offer the best
laboratory or scientific professional positions.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Food
» Pharma

We seek
We want to connect with graduates and
experienced lab professionals looking for
permanent or temporary positions in Belgium
or the Netherlands. Our team will take time to
get to know you and find the best role for your
future career needs. We recruit talented staff
for great career opportunities within research
and development, quality control, quality
assurance, and laboratory coordination and
management.

Type of organisation
Multinational

Number of employees
> 1,000
Type of organisation
Recruitment office
General
Oxford Global Resources is the leading
European recruitment agency for skilled talent
with a scientific or laboratory background.
We have offices throughout the European
region in Belgium, The Netherlands, Ireland,
Germany, Spain, Switzerland, and the UK. We
also have an extensive office network across
North America. We source entry- to senior-level
professionals for permanent and temporary
positions in life sciences, (bio) pharmacy,
nutrition, food, (petro) chemistry, clinical, and
medical chemistry.
Oxford Global Resources successfully covers all
scientific and laboratory vacancies, including:
» QC and Research and Development
» Quality Assurance, Regulatory, and Quality
Affairs
» Sales and Scientific Management
» Process and Product Development

We offer
All of our recruiters and account managers
have a Scientific MSc or BSc level education
with academic and industry experience in the
lab to ensure the quality of our recruitment
success to support your career.
This background allows us to fully understand
a candidate’s technical experience, abilities,
and desires. We find out what you want from
your career and look for the perfect match.
We deliver customized training and personal
advice, introduce you to our extensive
network, and offer great opportunities for the
next step in your career.

For laboratory positions, visit our website www.
oxfordcorp.com to see which career suits you
Company activities
best!
Oxford strives to create long-lasting
relationships with the brightest minds in the
industry. Our laboratory services team has
extensive first-hand lab experience, stays up to
date on the latest industry trends, and works to
build a talent network to fill various positions
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Number of locations
2
Number of employees
3,600 worldwide (+/- 125 employees in
Belgium)
General
PM Group designs and delivers complex, stateof-the-art pharma, biotech and food facilities
for Bluechip multinational clients in Europe, the
USA and Asia.
Get started on an exciting and meaningful
career path, working on innovative, challenging
projects and learning from industry experts
as part of PM Group’s world leading multidiscipline team.
As a graduate professional at PM Group,
your first two years will bring opportunities
to develop your knowledge and experience
across a multitude of areas, with a rich variety
of new challenges in design, operation and
commissioning. Your work assignments will
involve rotation through different projects,
covering a range of exciting sectors.

Company activities
We’re all working together to make a positive
impact, whether we’re designing leading-edge
facilities for clients who make life changing
products or delivering projects that help sustain
communities and the environment.
We seek
Are you a talented and enthusiastic
engineering, project management or
construction services Master or Bachelor? If so,
PM Group’s Next Programme is your ideal next
step.
We offer
As a Next Programme participant, we will
help you to reach your full potential, guiding
you through the transition from graduate to
experienced professional. You will benefit from
a range of office and site-based assignments in
diverse environments, working on projects in
our key sectors.
The Next Programme incorporates on-thejob mentoring, internal and external training
courses, site visits and site-based assignments.
You will work as part of a multi-discipline
international team on a variety of innovative
projects for multinational clients. There will be
opportunities to travel and work abroad for
international assignments and will provide you
with key competencies to achieve Professional
status.

We’re not only hiring young professionals. Also
more experienced engineers are welcome in
our team!
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Information/contact
C: Diane Liegey
T: +32(0)26105959
E: brussels@realstaffing.com
W: www.realstaffing.com/en-be

Information/contact
C: Dennis Dreesen
T: Recruitment office
E: dennis.dreesen@randstad.be
W: www.randstadprofessionals.be

Randstad
Bilthoven Professionals
Biologicals

Real Staffing

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma

Although you want permanent work, are you
wary of working for a single company? No
problem: combine variety with job security.
We’ll be happy to put you on the payroll
at Randstad Professionals. You can then
determine the pace of your career. We will
outsource you for successive projects with our
clients. It’s the ideal way to gain experience at
top companies in a variety of sectors.
Work as a freelancer for our clients.
Randstad Professionals can arrange work for
you as a freelancer with top companies.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
» Medtech

We seek
We are looking for highly qualified and
talented specialists in Life Sciences, finance, HR
,sales & marketing and interim management.

General
Real Staffing is a global leader in the provision
of Life Sciences recruitment services within
Belgium. We have one of the largest networks
of specialist recruiters globally and work with
organisations of all sizes to place talented
industry professionals into some of the world’s
most sought after permanent and contract jobs.

Type of organisation
Recruitment office
Number of locations
7
Number of employees
150
General
We move professionals and connect their
ambitions to the needs of organisations. The
passionate and innovative people-oriented
approach of our experts insures growth of all
parties concerned. Our day to day challenge is
creating the perfect match. Through expertise,
care and personal commitment we build
lasting relationships of trust. We continuously
strive for perfection and satisfaction.
Company activities
Looking for a permanent position? Great! At
Randstad Professionals, you can find one in
a form that completely suits your personal
preferences.
Work on the payroll of one of our clients.
Interested in one of our vacancies at
a multinational, a promising SME or a
government agency? Go ahead and apply.
We’ll talk the matter over and offer you
coaching in a confidential, open atmosphere,
and guide you to a permanent job that’s right
for you.
Work as an employee of Randstad
Professionals.
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We offer
Guidance by an expert in talent management
and project sourcing, Randstad is more than
just recruitment. Since 1994 we’ve offered
an additional service through Randstad
Professionals to multinationals and leading
companies: a quality network of highly
qualified professionals who can take on
specific expert roles.
Randstad Professionals is itself an expert
in your field, as a partner to many leading
companies, Randstad Professionals knows the
market inside out.
Our career coaches help you to find work at
your level, our recruiters have a feel for and
experience in your field. This translates into a
personal approach: first we find out all about
you, your abilities and your interests through
tests and interviews. Then we together filter
out the jobs and companies that really suit
you.

Type of organisation
Recruitment office
Number of employees
124

Company activities
In Belgium, Real Staffing is operating within
four key divisions; Pharma & Biotech, Medical
Devices and Fine Chemicals.

We offer
Global structure with local support: The
strength of a large group (listed on the stock
exchange) and offices in Brussels, Antwerp and
Luxembourg.
Clients located all over Belux : Ranging from
start ups to international companies, you will
have access to various projects, functions and
opportunities.
Pipeline of projects: Versatile and exciting
projects at various companies in line with your
preferences.
Diversified list of client portfolio: from
international pharma companies until
innovative biotech or medical device
companies.
Continuous personal development: Investment
in training on an ongoing basis. Whether it is at
consultant’s initiative or our client’s initiative.

In this time we’ve been helping companies of
all sizes develop their talent strategies and build
effective workforces and industry professionals
find their next career moves.
We seek
We are looking for experts in various fields
of expertise such as Life Sciences and
more specifically in Quality (QA, QC, QP),
Validation, Regulatory Affairs, Medical Affairs
and Engineering (Automation, Clean & Black
Utilities, …)
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Welcome to Germany –
Where Science Meets Passion

Information/contact
C: Sina Bremer
T: +49(0)228882667
E: research-in-germany@daad.de
W: www.research-in-germany.org

Research in Germany
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Other

For the latest research news,
job offers and more go to:
www.research-in-germany.org

Discover the opportunities that Germany provides:

General
”Research in Germany” is an initiative of the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research. It
presents Germany as a country of research and
innovation and creates a forum for international
exchange and cooperation. The Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
launched “Research in Germany” in 2006.
The initiative is jointly implemented by the
International Office of the BMBF, the German
Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), the
German Research Foundation (DFG) and the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.
Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/
ResearchGermany
Find us on Facebook:
facebook.com/
Research.in.Germany

First-class doctoral training
Excellent career opportunities in R&D
Attractive funding programmes for international researchers

Company activities
“Research in Germany” provides international
researchers with information about funding
and career opportunities in Germany.
In addition to operating the central information
platform www.research-in-germany.org and
publishing information material, “Research
in Germany” organises events around the
world to inform academics about the German
research sector and career opportunities. You
can meet us at fairs, webinars, workshops and
conferences worldwide.

Germany offers numerous career opportunities
to international PhD students and researchers.
If you are interested in writing your dissertation,
joining a doctoral research team, leading a
junior research group, working as a junior
professor, lecturer, instructor in the German
higher education sector, or even gaining a
position as a professor through the habilitation
process, we look forward to helping you in any
way we can.
We offer
We provide you with an overview of the
German research sector and funding system,
as well as comprehensive information on
funding opportunities for research stays and
cooperation in education and research. If you’re
looking for a suitable programme to earn a PhD
or conduct research in Germany, we would
be delighted to show you the opportunities
available to you in Germany:
» Attractive funding programmes for
international researchers at all levels
» First-class doctoral training
» Excellent career opportunities in research
institutes and industry
» Practical tips for your research stay
» … and much more

We seek
Science and research in Germany are
characterised by a distinguished infrastructure,
a wide variety of disciplines, well-equipped
research facilities and competent staff.
www.research-in-germany.org
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Information/contact
W: www.sartorius.com

Sartorius
Bilthoven Biologicals
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
Type of organisation
Multinational
Number of locations
60
Number of employees
15,800
General
The Sartorius Group is a leading international
partner of life science research and the
biopharmaceutical industry. With innovative
laboratory instruments and consumables,
the Group’s Lab Products & Services Division
concentrates on serving the needs of
laboratories performing research and quality
control at pharma and biopharma companies
and those of academic research institutes. The
Bioprocess Solutions Division with its broad
product portfolio focusing on single-use
solutions helps customers to manufacture
biotech medications and vaccines safely
and efficiently. The Group has been annually
growing by double digits on average and
has been regularly expanding its portfolio by
acquisitions of complementary technologies.
In fiscal 2021, the company earned sales
revenue of some 3.45 billion euros. In 2022,
nearly 15,800 people were employed at the
Group’s approximately 60 manufacturing
and sales sites, serving customers around the
globe.
Company activities
The Sartorius Group is a leading international
partner of biopharmaceutical research and
the industry. With innovative laboratory
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instruments and consumables, the Group’s Lab
Products & Services Division (LPS) concentrates
on serving the needs of laboratories
performing research and quality control at
pharma and biopharma companies and those
of academic research institutes. The Bioprocess
Solutions Division (BPS), with its broad product
portfolio focusing on single-use solutions,
helps customers manufacture biotech
medications and vaccines safely and efficiently.
We seek
Talents with Life Sciences background in
different functions.
We offer
Our ambition is to simplify progress in life
science research and the biopharmaceutical
industry to help translate scientific findings
into new therapeutics faster and more
efficiently. So that more people can obtain
access to better medicine. Do you also want
to contribute to our vision? Grow with us and
benefit from working with a Global Player that
has kept its familiar atmosphere:
» Opportunity for international career
development: a global network offering
seminars and training sessions, expert and
manager career paths
» Open and highly collaborative culture:
mutual support within teams and working
as equals, team spirit and international
collaboration
» Work-life balance: Working from home at
many sites
» Intelligent working environment: working in
smart buildings with the latest technology
and equipment
» Ambitious goals: Sartorius plans to double
its sales revenue approximately every five
years and expects to grow its global team

Information/contact
C: Ellen Alcalde Ordoñez
T: +32(0)35405540
E: Jobs@solid-talent.be
W: www.solid-talent.com

Information/contact
C: Dirk Burgmans
T: +31(0)203032120
E: dirk.burgmans@scienceatwork.nl
W: www.scienceatwork.nl

Science@Work
Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
» Medtech
Number of employees
180+
Type of organisation
Recruitment office
Number of locations
7

Solid Talent
We offer
Permanent and Temporary jobs across the
country at Top Employers.

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma
Type of organisation
Recruitment office
Number of locations
5
Number of employees
200

General
Science@Work offers scientific talent the best
permanent and temporary jobs across the
Netherlands and Belgium in Life Sciences,
pharmaceuticals, food and chemistry.
We offer MLO up to PhD level jobs ranging
from laboratory, research, production, scientific
sales and management, clinical to quality
assurance.

General
Solid Talent is a Project Sourcing Agency with
offices in Antwerp, Ghent, Geel, Leuven and
Breda. We are specialised in staffing solutions
for Engineering and Construction Professionals
in Oil & Gas, Pharmaceuticals, Food, Buildings,
Infrastructure and Facility Management. Solid
Talent was founded in 2006 and currently
employs about 200 consultants with
permanent or freelance contracts.

Science@Work is a specialised division of
a Dutch recruitment group with several
specialised divisions, 7 offices across the
Netherlands and Belgium and a rich history and
experience since 1977.

At Solid Talent, we are looking to build and
maintain a long-term relationship with our
customers and consultants. Finding the
right project for our consultant and the ideal
consultant for our customer is what we do.

Company activities
Permanent and temporary recruitment within
biotech, pharma, chemistry and food across the
Netherlands & Belgium.

Knowledge, solutions and customised advice:
our talents in a nutshell!

We seek
Scientific MLO, HLO/B.Sc, WO/M.Sc and PhD
Talent throughout the Netherlands & Belgium.
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»
»
»
»

Design and Engineering of Installations
Process Improvement
Quality Assurance
Validation and Qualification

We seek
Solid Talent is continuously looking to welcome
new professionals, from young potentials to
senior profiles, to increase the growth of our
company.
To find out more about our current projects, we
would like to refer you to our website: www.
solid-talent.com
We offer
We invest in your future through personalised
training, career advice and on-the-job
coaching. Our rich experience and broad
customer portfolio combined with your
professional potential guarantees the successful
development of your career.
We offer an attractive salary with various
fringe benefits such as a mobile phone, meal
allowance and travel allowance or a company
car with a fuel card. Solid Talent always strives
for a captivating and stimulating working
environment within technologically advanced
companies.
Our core business is to continuously meet the
changing employment needs. When working
through our extensive network of companies,
you can fully develop your unique talent!

Company activities
We recruit professionals for jobs in Pharma,
Food and (Petro)Chemicals, both for permanent
and temporary positions. Our wide range of
career opportunities include:
» Project Management
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Information/contact
C: Dominik Baumgarten
T: +49(0)5313914273
E: d.baumgarten@tu-braunschweig.de
W: www.tu-braunschweig.de/en

Information/contact
C: Michiel De Baets
T: +32(0)475424404
E: michiel.de.baets@tmceurope.com
W: www.tmc-employeneurship.com

Technische
Universität Braunschweig
Bilthoven Biologicals

TMC Science & Technology

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Food
» Pharma

Active in the sectors
» Bio/Life Sciences
» Chemistry
» Pharma
» Medtech

Type of organisation
Technical university
Number of employees
3,800
General
Technische Universität Braunschweig stands
for a strategic and achievement-oriented way
of thinking and acting, dedicated teaching,
multi-layered networking with our partners
in science, industry and society, and intensive
international cooperation projects.
Our campus is located at the heart of one of
Europe’s most active research regions. With
17,800 students and 3,800 staff members,
we are the largest Institute of Technology in
Northern Germany.
Company activities
Our core disciplines include a comprehensive
engineering branch as well as a strong natural
sciences branch, closely linked with business
sciences, social sciences, humanities and
educational sciences.
The research focus “Engineering for
Health - from Molecules to Processes” at TU
Braunschweig is an interdisciplinary platform
for cutting-edge research in engineering and
health. Our goal is the research of infection
mechanisms and active agents as well as
pharmaceutical processes and products.
We work on scientific approaches to make
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biological processes predictable and research
the cost-effective production of patientspecific drugs.
To this end, our focus brings together
researchers in biology, chemistry,
pharmaceutics, physics, mathematics,
computer science, process and production
engineering, and microtechnology. This
enables us to map the entire value chain
- from research into the molecular basis of
infections and possible drug targets, to drug
development, formulation, production and
packaging.
At the heart of the focus are two research
centers: the Braunschweig Center for Systems
Biology and the Center for Pharmaceutical
Process Engineering. Both are closely linked
with experts from the research region: with the
DSMZ - German Collection of Microorganisms
and Cell Cultures, the Helmholtz Centre for
Infection Research (HZI), the Fraunhofer
Institutes for Toxicology and Experimental
Medicine ITEM and for Surface Engineering
and Thin Films IST, the Physikalisch Technische
Bundesanstalt and with partners from industry
with a focus on small and medium-sized
enterprises. This combination of know-how is
unique in the German research landscape.
We seek
We are looking for interested PhD candidates,
postdoctoral researchers and further academic
staff.
We offer
We are continuously offering vacancies in all
stages of an academic career. Furthermore, our
team of Research Services and European Office
provides guidance in all aspects of applying for
third party funding.

Type of organisation
Other
Number of employees
300
General
TMC is a technology consultancy firm that
aims to be the global home for entrepreneurial
talent.
An inclusive environment where talented
people are empowered, recognized, properly
rewarded, inspired and coached. So they can
fulfil their potential, create value for the world’s
leading technology companies and drive
progress in technology, innovation and society
in general.
Company activities
Technology consultancy.
We seek
Ambitious, entrepreneurial professionals with
all levels of experience.
We offer
We combine the security of a permanent
contract with the passion for entrepreneurship.
We are convinced that this puts us in the
unique position to focus on continuous
development of ourselves, the companies
we work for and our industry in general. And
our unique model – Employeneurship - offers
everything to support that.
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